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The Journey That Saved Curious George

2005-09-26

in 1940 hans and margret rey fled their paris home as the german army advanced they began their harrowing journey on bicycles pedaling to southern france with children s book
manuscripts among their few possessions louise borden combed primary resources including hans rey s pocket diaries to tell this dramatic true story archival materials introduce
readers to the world of hans and margret rey while allan drummond dramatically and colorfully illustrates their wartime trek to a new home follow the rey s amazing story in this
unique large format book that resembles a travel journal and includes full color illustrations original photos actual ticket stubs and more a perfect book for curious george fans of
all ages

Agent Zigzag

2010-08-02

a gripping tale of loyalty love treachery espionage and the thin and shifting line between fidelity and betrayal

The Journey That Saved Curious George Young Readers Edition

2016-09-06

in 1940 hans and margret rey fled their paris home as the german army advanced they began their harrowing journey on bicycles pedaling to southern france with children s book
manuscripts including what would become the international sensation curious george among their few possessions louise borden combed primary resources including hans rey s pocket
diaries to tell this dramatic true story her collection of archival materials introduce readers to the world of hans and margret rey while allan drummond s dramatic and colorful
artwork illustrates their wartime trek to a new home now elementary school readers can follow the rey s amazing journey in this young reader s edtion part travel journal part
gripping biography this volume includes full color illustrations original photos ticket stubs entries from hans rey s diaries activities an new afterword and an interview with the
author the perfect selection for book reports biography units and curious george fans of all ages

The Journey That Saved Curious George

2005-01

story tells how margret and h a rey escaped from nazi occupied france in 1940 carrying in their bicycle baskets the manuscripts that would become their beloved picture books about
curious george the little monkey
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Two Years in a Gulag

2013-02-15

the true story of a polish peasant exiled to the harsh gulags of north eastern siberia during the second world war

Agent Zigzag

2007

the untold story of eddie chapman britain s most extraordinary wartime double agent

Agent Zigzag

2011

this thrilling wartime adventure tells the true story of the downed american aviators who were rescued by french resistance fighters taken to nazi occupied paris and hidden under the
very noses of the gestapo escape from paris is the true story of a small group of u s aviators whose four b 17 flying fortresses were shot down over german occupied france on a
single fateful day july 14 1943 bastille day they were rescued by brave french civilians and taken to paris for eventual escape out of france in the french capital where german troops
walked on every street and gestapo agents hid around every corner the flyers met a brave parisian resistance family living and working in the h�tel des invalides a complex of buildings
and military memorials where nazi officials had set up offices hidden in the complex the americans along with dozens of other downed allied pilots and resistance operatives hatched
daring escape plots the danger of discovery by the nazis grew every day as did an unlikely romance when one of the american airmen begins a star crossed wartime romance with the
twenty two year old daughter of the family sheltering him a noir tale of war courage and desperation in the shadows of the city of light based on official american french and german
documents histories personal memoirs and the author s interviews with several of the story s key participants escape from paris crosses the traditional lines of world war ii history
with tense drama of air combat over europe the intrigue of occupied paris and courageous american and allied pilots and french resistance fighters pitted against nazi thugs all of this
set in one of the world s most beautiful and captivating cities

Escape from Paris

2019-10-08

dori katz is a jewish holocaust survivor who thought that her lost memories of her childhood years in belgium were irrecoverable but after a chance viewing of a documentary about
hidden children in german occupied belgium she realized that she might in fact be able to unearth those years looking for strangers is the deeply honest record of her attempt to do so a
detective story that unfolds through one of the most horrifying periods in history in an attempt to understand one s place within it in alternating chapters katz journeys into multiple
pasts setting details from her mother s stories that have captivated her throughout her life alongside an account of her own return to belgium forty years later against her mother s
urgings in search of greater clarity she reconnects her sharp but fragmented memories being sent by her mother in 1943 at the age of three to live with a catholic family under a christian
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identity then being given up inexplicably to an orphanage in the years immediately following the war only after that amid postwar confusion was she able to reconnect with her mother
following this trail through belgium to her past places of hiding katz eventually finds herself in san francisco speaking with a man who claimed to have known her father in auschwitz
and thus known his end weighing many other stories from the people she meets along her way all of whom seem to hold something back she attempts to stitch thread after thread into a
unified truth to understand the countless motivations and circumstances that determined her remarkable life a story at once about self discovery the transformation of memory a
fraught mother daughter relationship and the oppression of millions looking for strangers is a book of both historical insight and imaginative grasp it is a book in which the past
through its very mystery becomes alive immediate of the most urgent importance

Looking for Strangers

2013-09-24

unflinchingly honest this diary is exceptional elizabeth buchan tuesday 23 october 1934 another glorious sunny day lunch in kens gdns e had not slept well as i longed and longed for
you it made me happy that he wanted me i suppose that is mean he said i could pick you out in the dark from fifty women the diary of doreen bates is a candid spellbinding portrait of a
gutsy young woman working in london in the years before and during the second world war as well as an extraordinary account of her long affair with an older married colleague one
that brazenly challenged the strict conventions of the day startlingly frank and readable david kynaston absolutely engrossing virginia nicholson astute passionate remarkably
intimate showing us the day to day picture of a long relationship guardian

Diary of a Wartime Affair

2016-11-03

set europe ablaze the order came from churchill himself the result was the special operations executive the soe established in 1941 with the aim of supplying occupied france with a
steady stram of highly trained resistance agents this clandestine second world war network grew to become a cricual part of the allied arsenal ingeniously engineering acts of
sabotage resistance and terror in the face of the occupying nazis the soe dealt devastating and fatal blows to the german war effort and directly contributed to the rapid and
successful advance of allied forces across france in the days and months after d day at the head of the french operations stood colonel maurice james buckmaster the leader of the soe
s french section these are his extraordinary memoirs a lost classic now available for the first time after many decades they fought alone offers a unique insight into the courageous
triumphs and terrible fates of the soe s agents between 1941 and 1944 this new edition includes an introduction by intelligence historian michael smith that deals with the recent
controversy surrounding buckmaster restoring his reputation as one of the most important figures in the resistance to the nazis

They Fought Alone

2014-07-08
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2011-10

spy businessman bon vivant nazi party member righteous gentile this was oskar schindler the controversial man who saved eleven hundred jews during the holocaust but struggled
afterwards to rebuild his life and gain international recognition for his wartime deeds david crowe examines every phase of schindler s life in this landmark biography presenting a savior
of mythic proportions who was also an opportunist and spy who helped nazi germany conquer poland schindler is best known for saving over a thousand jews by putting them on the
famed schindler s list and then transferring them to his factory in today s czech republic in reality schindler played only a minor role in the creation of the list through no fault of his
own plagued by local efforts to stop the movement of jewish workers from his factory in krak�o his new one in br�z and his arrest by the ss who were investigating corruption charges
against the infamous amon g� schindler had little say or control over his famous list the tale of how the list was really prepared is one of the most intriguing parts of the schindler
story that crowe tells here for the first time forced into exile after the war success continually eluded schindler and he died in very poor health in 1974 he remained a controversial
figure even in death particularly after emilie schindler his wife of forty six years began to criticize her husband after the appearance of steven spielberg s film in 1993 in oskar schindler
crowe steps beyondthe mythology that has grown up around the story of oskar schindler and looks at the life and work of this man whom one prominent schindler jew described as an
extraordinary man in extraordinary times

Oskar Schindler

2007-08-01

discover the unbreakable bond between a baby elephant and her keeper in this heartfelt narrative set against the backdrop of world war ii as war looms on the horizon things are
changing at the zoo before screeching monkeys dangled in trees roaring lions sunbathed on the dusty ground and sniffling meerkats patrolled but now people have stopped visiting and
there is talk of a great war as bombs begin to fall and huge blasts echo around the zoo a baby elephant and her keeper sneak to the safety and comfort of the keeper s home here they
weather out the worst of the war together in secret but what will happen when their secret is found out based on the incredible true story of denise weston austin at belfast zoo this
heartfelt narrative of their unlikely bond is brought beautifully to life by exciting debut talent and recent cambridge ma graduate ellan rankin

The Secret Elephant

2023-03-16

we take summer holidays for granted but back in the 1940s the picture was very different war had gripped britain wave after wave of bombs fell beaches were closed off and petrol was
rationed by the forbidding question is your journey really necessary but the summer days with double summer time seemed to go on forever war or no war and british families were
determined to make the best of their paralyzed country for evacuated children this meant freedom that is unimaginable today wandering at will discovering wildlife in fields and ponds
foraging from orchards and hedgerows and swimming in the streams elsewhere country estates were requisitioned for the war efforts the tennis courts given over for training and the
lord and lady of the manor sent packing dances attracted people from all walks of life from ballroom dances to the thrill of the arrival of the gis and the jitterbug but the shadow of
war was never far away the evacuation of dunkirk in 1940 and the d day landings in 1944 took place in june with unreliable summer weather playing a part in both in this book caroline
taggart shows us how britons succeeded in keeping up spirits in spite of the constant devastation of battle it is a revealing and entertaining collection of first hand reminiscences from
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people who lived through those six long years touching tragic occasionally hilarious it shows the british soldiering on as best they could

Wartime Summer

2020-04-30

unflinchingly honest this diary is exceptional elizabeth buchan tuesday 23 october 1934 another glorious sunny day lunch in kens gdns e had not slept well as i longed and longed for
you it made me happy that he wanted me i suppose that is mean he said i could pick you out in the dark from fifty women the diary of doreen bates is a candid spellbinding portrait of a
gutsy young woman working in london in the years before and during the second world war as well as an extraordinary account of her long affair with an older married colleague one
that brazenly challenged the strict conventions of the day startlingly frank and readable david kynaston absolutely engrossing virginia nicholson astute passionate remarkably
intimate showing us the day to day picture of a long relationship guardian

The Loss of a Ship

2000-01-01

the life and poignant death of one of britain s bravest women eileen nearne or agent rose was one of forty women sent into france by the special operations executive soe churchill s top
secret wartime spooks organisation

Diary of a Wartime Affair

2017-10-24

inspired by true events the wartime book club is an unforgettable story of everyday bravery and resistance full of romance drama and camaraderie and a tribute to the joy of reading
and the power of books in our darkest hour the isle of jersey was once a warm and neighborly community but in 1943 german soldiers patrol the cobbled streets imposing a harsh rule
nazis have ordered grace la mott�e the island s only librarian to destroy books that threaten the new regime instead she hides the stories away in secret along with her headstrong best
friend she wants to fight back so she forms the wartime book club a lifeline offering fearful islanders the joy and escapism of reading but as the occupation drags on the women s quiet
acts of bravery become more perilous and more important than ever before and when tensions turn to violence they are forced to face the true terrible cost of resistance based on
astonishing real events the wartime book club is a love letter to the power of books in the darkest of times as well as a moving page turner that brings to life the remarkable untold
story of an island at war

Agent Rose

2012-08-15

writing about my childhood today i have come to see that those were not ordinary times writes claude morhange begue but for me as a child they were for i had not known any others
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the ordinary times morhange begue speaks of began when she was not quite eight years old in april 1944 the ss paused in the french village of chamberet for some routine business and left
with morhange begue s mother for the rest of the war she was interned at auschwitz she returned at war s end her health irreparably impaired but wanting to talk forty years passed
and that child became a woman and a mother in her turn chamberet was written she says in order that certain things not be forgotten unable not to speak when she came home her mother
having spoken had been unwilling to record those things for others in writing the daughter therefore assumed that task and bore witness on her mother s behalf what she presents is a
stirring tale of personal emergence

The Wartime Book Club

2024-04-09

archbishop angelo roncali later pope john xxiii read true and false reform during his years as papal nuncio in france and asked a reform of the church is such a thing really possible a
decade later as pope he opened the second vatican council by describing its goals in terms that reflected congar s description of authentic reform reform that penetrates to the heart of
doctrine as a message of salvation for the whole of humanity that retrieves the meaning of prophecy in a living church and that is deeply rooted in history rather than superficially
related to the apostolic tradition pope john called the council not to reform heresy or to denounce errors but to update the church s capacity to explain itself to the world and to
revitalize ecclesial life in al its unique local manifestations congar s masterpiece fills in the blanks of what we have been missing in our reception of the council and its call to true
reform yves congar op a french dominican who died in 1995 was the most important ecclesiologist in modern times his writings and his active participation in vatican ii had an immense
influence upon the council documents with a few other contemporaries congar pioneered a new style of theological research and writing that linked the great tradition of scripture and
the fathers to contemporary pastoral questions with lucidity and passion his key concerns were the unity of the church lay apostolic life and a revival of the church s theology of
the holy spirit he was named a cardinal by pope john paul ii in recognition of his profound contributions to the second vatican council pal philibert op has taught pastoral theology in
the united states and abroad he is a dominican friar of the southern province his translation of a collection of congar s essays on the liturgy has recently been published by liturgical
press under the title at the heart of christian worship his book the priesthood of the faithful key to a living church liturgical press 2005 reflects the ecclesiology of yves congar and
his vision of the apostolic life of the faithful

Chamberet

1990

in 1939 annie jarman and her six young daughters were evacuated from their south london home and sent to the sussex countryside to wait out the war little did they know what was
in store for them or how their lives would change from the trials and tribulations of leaving london the destructive horror of the blitz and terrible family tragedy to tea dances
romances and the triumph of making a new life in the country the sisters of battle road is the compelling true story of six ordinary girls who carved out a life in extraordinary wartime
circumstances today the six young girls mary joan sheila kathleen patricia and ann are six remarkable women who have lived to tell their tale of sisterhood and its unbreakable bonds in
the shadow of world war two

True and False Reform in the Church

2010-12-01
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this wonderful collection of the personal stories of fellow rcaf air gunners pilots pows etc is another great read these personal tales are the result of interviews done years ago and
they give readers a real inside look at wwii

The Sisters of Battle Road

2017-03-09

his research is the first of its kind to treat propaganda as a profession in wartime japan the thought war will be important for not only students of japanese history and culture but
also those interested in comparative studies of world war ii and the increasingly popular propaganda studies of the united states nazi germany stalin s russia and the united kingdom
book jacket

From High School to High Skies in Wartime

2010

from the bestselling author of agent zigzag the thrilling true story of the greatest and most successful wartime deception ever attempted a richard judy book club selection

The Thought War

2007-04-30

the true wartime story of william ash the inspiration for steve mcqueen s character in the great escape a thrilling tale of incredible courage and resilience from one of britain s
bestselling military historians

Operation Mincemeat

2010-09-06

this book is about war not the causes and results not the planning and the campaigns not the artillery and the bombs it is about the heinous crimes committed by the combatants the
horrifying experiences of civilians the devastation of cities and villages the killing and the dying the glory leading to revulsion and guilt and the assimilation of suffering that either
ends in death or in the triumph of the soul it looks at the struggle of the church to remain faithful and the servants of the church who seek to bring sense and solace to the victims it
discusses antisemitism racism and war itself from biblical perspectives it reveals the unjustifiable reasons for engaging in war and how this brings catastrophic results for all peoples
the mental instability of the survivors and the loss and grief of those on the home front in war how can men and women carry out the actions that they do as viktor frankl writes
after all man is that being who has invented the gas chambers of auschwitz however he is also that being who has entered those gas chambers upright with the lord s prayer or the shema
yisrael on his lips
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The Cooler King

2015

the better germany in war time by harold w picton is a compassionate and insightful historical essay working for world peace picton writes with hope and the spirit of fellowship about
the positive qualities of the opposing german soldiers during world war i contents military prisoners civilian prisoners prisoners in previous wars reprisals of good what the german may
be

I Glanced Out the Window and Saw the Edge of the World

2020-07-08

forged in fire is the true story of a young girl s childhood in pre war tokyo her schoolgirl dreams the violence starvation and desperation of war that drove her family out of the city
and the american occupation that shaped japan s future it is the story of my mother rita then named tomoko who was ten years old when world war ii began and fourteen years old when
it ended for those interested in japan s impression of united states general douglas macarthur and japan s emperor hirohito as well as the experience and aftermath of sustained bombing
this story should not be missed filled with personal photographs illustrations and contemporary references this book provides a rare and refreshing look at world war ii history as
well as japanese culture

The Better Germany in War Time: Being Some Facts Towards Fellowship

2022-09-15

after the death of their british born grandma gladys in 2021 siblings claudia and lance took a sudden interest in the canadian fianc� gladys lost during world war ii wendell del pierce
drew a member of the elite raf pathfinder force with bomber command who hailed from the tiny farming settlement of radisson saskatchewan with a couple of old photos and a few
anecdotes to go on the siblings set out to uncover del s story discovering a rich history of people searching for adventure or a better life from the canadian prairie to london s notting
hill to the shores of the north sea and beyond following the echoes uncovers stories obscured by the passage of time and reflects on the ripple effect that the pulling of literal and
metaphorical triggers can have on our lives exploring the theme of grief the book recounts an incredible event in gladys s life when her grief over del suddenly and dramatically
resurfaced one day in 1993 forty nine years after his death as well as the story of del s parents albert and achsah drew revealing how they experienced unfathomable loss long before
losing their son in the war this is the first book to examine in depth the fate of lancaster jb707 which del and his crewmates were aboard when they disappeared in july 1944 piecing
together the events of the last sortie the reader is taken along the crew s final moments even learning who likely pulled the fateful trigger that led to their demise finally the siblings
describe how following the echoes of incredible coincidences and connections led them to a place of deep awe and admiration as well as profound gratitude especially for those in bomber
command this is a poignant story of love and loss but also one of a legacy extending into the present uniting families friends and fellow citizens through exploring the richness and
tragedy in the lives of those who built canada into a great nation and how the greatest generation sacrificed to preserve it lest we forget
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Forged in Fire: Stories of Wartime Japan

2015-11-11

the holocaust is without doubt one of the most abhorrent and despicable events not only of the second world war but of the twentieth century what makes it even more staggering is
that it was not perpetrated by just one individual but by thousands of men and women who had become part of the nazi ideology and belief that jews were responsible for all of their
woes this book looks at the build up to the second world war from the time of hitler s appointment as chancellor of germany in january 1933 as the nazi party rose to power in a
country that was still struggling to recover politically socially and financially from the aftermath of the first world war whilst at the same time through the enactment of a
number of laws making life extremely difficult for german jews some saw the dangers ahead for jews in germany and did their best to get out some managed to do so but millions more did
not the book then moves on to look at a wartime nazi germany and how the dislike of the jews had gone from painting the star of david on shop windows to their mass murder in the
thousands of concentration camps that were scattered throughout germany as well as the camps it looks at some of those who were culpable for the atrocities that were carried
out in the name of nazism not all those who were murdered lost their lives in concentration camps some were killed in massacres some in ghettos and some by the feared and hated
einsatzgruppen

A War-time Wooing

1888

out of the shadows is a full account of post authoritarian democratic portugal 1974 to present following the carnation revolution which began on april 25th 1974 and based on
documentary sources personal accounts and unpublished documents from the national archive in kew lisbon and portugal s best days are behind them is a common theme put forward by
writers who focus their attention on the golden era of portuguese discoveries the empire and the role of lisbon as a major atlantic power neill lochery s book demonstrates that
portugal is not suffering from such inevitable decline in 1974 a dramatic overnight coup led to the fall of the estado novo dictatorship in portugal in lisbon the events became known
as the carnation revolution as the colonies collapsed the united states helped airlift 13 000 refugees from angola back to portugal as us secretary of state henry kissinger
maneuvered to advance the moderate side of the government in lisbon over the radicals and thus guarantee us interests as neill lochery argues one of the major misunderstandings of the
post revolution era in portugal has been the concentration on domestic over international factors in helping to shape its story having emerged from its twentieth century financial
crisis and bail out and thus out of the shadows he argues that portugal is a country of huge relevance to the present day and of great future significance to the european continent
indeed the strengthening of bonds between portugal and its european neighbours can be seen to be more important than ever given the heightened tensions in european politics the refugee
crisis and the prospect of a changing european union

Following the Echoes

2023-08-16

as the second world war raged throughout europe modernist writers often became crucial voices in the propaganda efforts of both sides modernism at the microphone radio propaganda
and literary aesthetics during world war ii is a comprehensive study of the role modernist writers radio works played in the propaganda war and the relationship between modernist
literary aesthetics and propaganda drawing on new archival research the book covers the broadcast work of such key figures as george orwell orson welles dorothy l sayers louis
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macneice mulk raj anand t s eliot and p g wodehouse in addition to the work of anglo american modernists melissa dinsman also explores the radio work of exiled german writers such as
thomas mann as well as ezra pound s notorious pro fascist broadcasts in this way the book reveals modernism s engagement with new technologies that opened up transnational
boundaries under the pressures of war

Sales Management

1942

reprint of the original first published in 1881

Holocaust

2020

sixty years after the end of world war ii stylianos stelios perrakis greek born finance professor who has lived most of his life in canada went back to greece to investigate a traumatic
event in his family s history that colored his childhood years the circumstances surrounding the kidnapping and murder of his maternal uncle by a communist death squad in may 1944 in
the argolida region of the greek peloponnese were cloaked in mystery never discussed openly by family members using trial transcripts interviews with survivors and with people involved
in his uncle s kidnapping and such primary materials as unpublished diaries and family correspondence perrakis managed to document the full sequence of events that led up to this family
tragedy he then widened his focus to draw out the implications of this particular event painting an intimate picture of a prosperous middle class provincial world faced with
extraordinary challenges that it was unable to overcome

The Neutral Ship in War Time

1898

Out of the Shadows

2017-02-23

War-time Echoes

1898
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Modernism at the Microphone

2015-09-24

Madagascar in War Time

1896

Turkish Life in War Time

2024-04-30

The Ghosts of Plaka Beach

2006
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